The role of histopathology in the diagnosis and prognosis of periodontal diseases.
The histological evaluation of surgical biopsies from affected tissues is a standard way of assessing pathological change and determining treatment in many diseases. In most forms of periodontal disease, however, this approach finds limited application. Here, we review what uses the histopathological approach has in the study and evaluation of the periodontal diseases. Current understanding of the changes in epithelial anatomy during pocket formation, the cellular composition and dynamics of the inflammatory infiltrate and the mechanisms of bone resorption and repair are reviewed from the perspective of the information available from microscopical investigation, including the uses and potential application of modern immunocytochemical methods to these questions. The usefulness of histological study of biopsy material is reassessed in the light of advances made in immunohistochemical techniques and their application to gingival inflammatory infiltrates and epithelia. Such techniques offer immediately valuable research opportunities with potential for diagnostic applications, noteably the recognition of phases of destructive activity and their differentiation from periods of effective host defence.